There's no better place to explore all the uses for drones and robotics in your
business.

ATTEND

HOTEL + TRAVEL

EXHIBIT + SPONSOR

To All Public Safety,
As you're well aware, the public safety community is embracing unmanned
systems in a variety of areas—from search and rescue to emergency
response and everything in between. There's no better place to explore all
the ways drones and robotics can be used for public safety operations than
at AUVSI XPONENTIAL 2018.
As a speaker and advisory board member for XPONENTIAL, I'm excited
about the cutting-edge content that's designed to help us uncover the
opportunities and tackle the challenges that public safety professionals face.
That's why AUVSI and the National Council for Public Safety UAS have
joined forces to bring you the Public Safety UAS Forum. This two-day
session taking place Tuesday, May 1 and Wednesday, May 2 is tailored for
public safety professionals and features timely sessions covering:
> Small UAS Operations in Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria
> Public Safety use of SUAS in an Urban Setting
> UAS in the Fire Service – From Concept to Reality and How We Got
Here
> Developing a Public Safety UAS Training Program
> Critical Elements of a Successful Rural Search and Rescue Mission
> Accuracy in Drone Imagery, Does It Really Matter?
> Public Safety: Working with the National Media and Their Local News
Outlets

Not only can you expect educational content that will inform you on the
latest advancements, but you can also anticipate a showcase of innovation
and technology from more than 725 exhibitors, as well as networking
opportunities with more than 8,500 colleagues integrating unmanned
systems into their business. It's an investment of time and money well spent
to shape the future.
This April 30-May 3, I know where I'll be—Denver, Colorado—and I look
forward to seeing you there! Visit xponential.org to register today.
Best regards,
Chief Charles Werner
Chair
National Council on Public Safety UAS (NCPSU)
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